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Abstract 

Microsystem technology is a highly interdisciplinary area. Therefore, a combination of different 
CAD methods and tools is necessary for supporting microsystem design. Process and device 
simulation are basic CAD methods but more and more higher levels of abstraction need to 
be applied in order to analyze microsystems adequately. This paper summarizes several 
modeling and simulation strategics for system simulation of microsystems on different levels of 
abstraction: generalized Kirchhoffian networks, black-box models, macromodcls, the 
application of hardware description languages, and simulator coupling. 

1. Abstraction levels in microsystem design 

Computer-aided modeling and simulation are very topical in the design of microsystems. 
Other powerful CAD tools may be used in the construction process e.g. for handling geo
metrical data and design rule checking. Only first approaches exist for other tasks like 
specification [40], synthesis [37], and optimization [24]. Modeling and simulation methods 
depend strongly on the abstraction level. Basic mathematical description means for 
heterogeneous systems are partial differential equations (PDE) and ordinary differential 
equations (ODE) for continuous systems. Discrete-event systems (DES), Finite State 
Machines (FSM), PETRI nets or other automata models are suitable for digital or time-dis
crete systems: 

System level ODE + DES + FSM + ... 
Subsystem level ODE, DES, FSM,... 
Device level PDE 
Process level PDE 

Digital systems are not taken into account in this context because they are covered by tra
ditional CAD methods which are not specific to microsystems. Process simulation is not 
included in this paper either. Well-known programs like SUPREM support this technologi
cal design step. 

On the device level, the numerical solution of PDEs is also the basis of simulation and may 
be carried out with simulators like ABAQUS, ANSYS, CAPA, FLOTRAN, NASTRAN, 
SESES We have to start here with the development of system models. 

On the next level of abstraction, ODEs are commonly used as mathematical models in 
continuous subsystem simulation. It depends on the simulator and on the subsystem's 
physical domain which of the mathematically equivalent representations of ODE's will be 
given preference: 
• mathematical expressions Mathematica, Maple, Macsyma,... 
• block diagrams, signal flow graphs Matlab, MatrixX, Dymola, ACSL, Simplorer,.. 
• multi-body systems ADAMS, NEWEUL, ITI-SIM,... 
• electrical (or non-electrical) networks SPICE-related electronic simulators 

On the system level, complete microsystems consist of mechanical, electrical, magnetic, 
thermal, pneumatic, fluidic, optical, ... subsystems and devices. Adaptive control and 
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numerical calibration may be realized by electronic signal processing. From the system 
simulation point of view, microsystems may be characterized by the following features: 
• complex, heterogeneous, mixed-domain systems 
• distributed and lumped (concentrated) elements and devices 
• partially strong coupling between and in some subsystems (side effects, cross coupling) 
• analog and digital electronic subsystems -» mixed signal simulation 
• continuous subsystems with extremely different time constants (stiff ODEs) 
Typical microsystems can only be described considering coupled physical effects. The 
solution of coupled field problems is therefore intensively investigated [14], [20], [34], 
[36], [46]. Obviously there are many common features with mechatronics, robotics, and 
microelectronics. Therefore, CAD methods from these disciplines may be used success
fully also in the design of microsystems. 
The goal of system simulation is the evaluation of the overall system behavior rather than 
the very precise simulation of devices in all details. Therefore, modeling by abstraction is 
a major task. Due to the heterogeneity of microsystems it will not always be possible to 
construct models with a reasonable effort for one system simulator. Coupling of different 
specialized simulators may then solve the problem (see Fig. 1). 

We would like to emphasize the criteria for models in an integrated design system: consis
tency, transparency, and tailored validity [47]. Especially the last aspect seems to be very 
important in microsystem design: „Model tailoring is driven by the necessity of economiz
ing the computational effort in the simulation of complicated microstructures. Using a 
general-purpose simulator with sophisticated physically based models for the simulation of 
full microsystems would not only require excessive CPU time and memory but, besides, 
would yield much superfluous and redundant information. Instead, the number of degrees 
of freedom must systematically be adapted to the special properties of a given structure by 
selecting the proper state variables and relevant basic equations for each individual system 
component. Doing so we introduce not more dynamical degrees of freedom as necessary, 
but just as few as possible" [47]. Multi-level and mixed-mode models are valuable 
approaches to reach this goal. Macromodeling proved to be very successful approach in 
electronics and may be extended to microsystems. 

2. Choice of system simulator 

One major criterion which kind of simulator should be used is the basic choice of the 
modeling approach: 
• equation-based modeling —> equation-based simulators: 

mathematical equations or block diagrams are used as simulator input 
• physically-based, structure-oriented modeling -» simulators for conservative systems: 

a (generalized) network description is the main simulator input 

Multi-level, mixed-mode simulators developed in the last years especially for simulating 
electronic systems (ELDO, SABER, Smash, Spectre, ViewSimA/D, ...) are very useful in 
the design process of heterogeneous microsystems as well. A basic theory for considering 
non-electrical systems as (generalized) networks exists and facilitates the usage of the 
specific advantages of these simulators: 
• graphical input facilities which support a structure-oriented modeling style 
• a network-based model structure is related closely to the original system structure - this 

is one important aspect of object-oriented modeling [3] 
• first libraries with models of non-electrical components are available for the simulation 

of mechatronical systems or microsystems [15], [39] 
• conservative as well as non-conservative signals for simulation of networks 

(bidirectional signal flow) and block diagrams (unidirectional signal flow) can be 
handled 
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• mixed-signal (analog-digital, continuous-discrete) simulation is supported 
• behavioral models may be included: equation-based modeling is very convenient 
• multi-disciplinary description languages are under standardization (esp. VHDL-AMS) 
Subsystems from different physical domains (mechanics, electronics, hydraulics, ...) may 
be combined to a complex system in one simulation run. There is no longer a large differ
ence between ..system simulation" and ..subsystem simulation". All these advantages are 
reasons for our orientation on modern circuit simulators which are much more powerful 
than the well-known SPICE-type simulators with their restricted modeling capabilities. 

Applying these modern simulators, a ..modeling flow" from device level (distributed 
element description) to subsystem level (lumped or concentrated elements) must be sup
ported. In Fig. 2, often used modeling methods are sketched out. In practice, all of these 
methods may be combined pragmatically according to the specific needs of a given prob
lem (that's why modeling looks more like an art than a science). Most of these transforma
tion steps are carried out manually today because only a few tools exist but they will be 
done automatically in future. 

3. Modeling: from device models to (sub-)system models 

We will especially look at the step from device-level models to subsystem models follow
ing the lines sketched out in Fig. 2. The next step from subsystem models to an overall 
system model is also very important but not considered here since it is a general problem 
and typical not only for microsystems. At least three questions need to be discussed: 
• which modeling method may be applied? 
• which algorithms and tools exist for supporting the modeling process? 
• how is the input information for the simulator generated? 

3.1 Generalized Kirchhoffian networks 
Generalized Kirchhoffian networks are adequate model types when a structure-oriented 
modeling approach and the above-mentioned system simulators are used. Starting with the 
classical four-pole theory, n-poles proved to be very useful as models of complicated static 
or dynamical components in electronics. Using analogies between electrical, mechanical, 
acoustical, thermal, ... domains, network-based modeling approaches were developed in 
non-electrical domains long time ago [19], [21], [31] and are now applied to microsystems 
[9], [18], [27], [35], [44]. The main idea is to decompose a complex system into compo
nents (or subsystems) coupled together by quantities which may be distinguished into flow 
and differences quantities (other names are through and across quantities). Field quantities 
are ..concentrated" to 1-point or 2-point quantities which are related to the interconnections 
between the subsystems. Such quantities are e.g. forces, currents, and moments as well as 
velocities, voltages, and angular velocities, respectively. Conservation laws exist for these 
two kinds of quantities (generalized Kirchhoffs laws). The components are completely 
characterized by relations between flow and difference quantities at their terminals in con
sequence of very general basic principles originating from irreversible thermodynamics 
[46] or other field-theoretic approaches [41]. Similar decomposition principles are well-
known in mechanics [16], [29] but are usually not conceived as a network approach. Bond 
graphs [3] are closely related to the network approach. In [4], [10] we proposed a unified 
system of equations based on the terminal description of generalized n-poles, see Fig. 3. 

Many components may be modeled simply as two-poles (spring, translational or rotational 
mass, resistor, ...) or two-ports (transformer, gyrator). The more general approach 
decomposes a complicated microsystem into n-poles. They may be decomposed further 
into an interconnection of basic components (structural modeling) or may be described by 
algebraic-differential equations (behavioral modeling) or both of them. Usually, we prefer a 
combined structural-behavioral modeling approach. In contrast to electronics, multi-
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dimensional quantities (e.g. forces in x-, y-, and z-direction) are used. The models of re
usable components may be stored in a block library. These basic building-blocks may be 
used to compose models of other microsystems. 

In Fig. 4, this approach is sketched out for a complicated mechanical translational accelera
tion sensor [27]. The same principle applied to a rotational sensor is described in [22]. The 
behavioral description of the basic elements were derived analytically from FEM theory. 
But network models (or their equivalent behavioral descriptions) may also be constructed 
by discretizing the PDEs describing the elements [30], [38]. 

3.2 Black-box models 

The application of basic ideas from system theory and control theory also leads to effective 
modeling methods. In all cases, we use detailed results from simulations on lower levels of 
abstraction to construct simplified and much more abstract models. For special structures, 
the analytic derivation of models is possible, of course. 

a) Nonlinear static models 

Various mathematical optimization, approximation, and interpolation methods exist for 
curve fitting and parameter adaptation [1]. Apart from classical methods with polynomials, 
rational functions, and splines, the application of radial-basis functions (RBF) is very 
promising [13]. RBFs may be used for interpolation as well as for approximation, they are 
very robust and relatively independent of the order of the problem (many spline algorithms 
are restricted to 1- or 2-dimensional problems). 

b) Linear dynamic models 

These models are often formulated as transfer functions (pole-zero or rational function 
representation in the Laplace domain). The system behavior is first simulated on the device 
level in the time or frequency domain. Standard algorithms from control and system theory 
may then be used to calculate the transfer function [42], The response of a linear system 
may be calculated by convolution of the impulse response with the actual input signal. But 
this numerical process is very time-consuming and erroneous for long input sequences. 
Recursive convolution is an improved method often applied in the analysis of lossy 
electrical transmission lines [28]. After approximating the impulse response by exponential 
functions, the convolution integral may be solved analytically. We used this approach in 
modeling an electro-mechanical acceleration sensor and to simulate it together with the 
control circuit [45], 

It should be pointed out that some of these approaches are based on the calculation of step 
or impulse responses. But the application of more complicated input functions, e.g. random 
binary sequences, may render necessary if not enough a-priori knowledge about the system 
is available [2], [11]. In 2- or 3-dimensional mechanics, the adequate choice of stimulus 
signals in different spatial directions is necessary to enforce all internal vibration modes. 

These methods lead directly to non-conservative models (to be described e.g. as block-dia
grams representing transfer functions) but may be generalized to multi-port descriptions of 
conservative subsystems. In this case, different transfer characteristics (e.g. the four-pole 
parameters y 11, y 12, y21 and y22) have to be modeled simultaneously. 

c) Nonlinear dynamic models 

Only a few approaches exist for this very general case. Process identification methods [12] 
are available from control theory. But these methods are mostly restricted to low-order 
models. Some of their advantages (e.g. the applicability on randomly disturbed signals) are 
of minor importance when applied on FEM simulation results obtained with high accuracy. 
So, most nonlinear dynamic models are often based on presumptions about the internal 
model structure composed of basic functional blocks. Their parameter values are calculated 
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with dimensioning formulas or with optimization programs. Especially in electronics such 
an approach is well-known as macromodeling. 

3.3 Macromodeling 

The basic idea is to compose a system model from various basic blocks. Each of them 
reflects at least one important property of the system to be modeled. A simple but typical 
example is the macromodel of an operational amplifier consisting of 3 stages in a chain: a 
nonlinear input stage, a transfer stage (linear dynamic), and a nonlinear output stage. 

Of course, this idea is not restricted to such simple structures and to electrical systems. 
Traditionally, macromodels were realized as electronic circuit models especially for 
SPICE-like simulators [5]. But the concept is very general and may be realized also with 
pure behavioral or with mixed structural-behavioral models. It is an interesting approach to 
change the structure (and not only the parameter values) of a macromodel with optimi
zation procedures [11] or in a knowledge-based framework [23]. 

3.4 Model generation from FEM models 

A lot of modeling work is invested in FEM simulators which are widely used in micro
system simulation. This knowledge should be re-used in system-level modeling [10], [26], 
[36]. A straightforward way to system-level models could be ..exporting" these simulator-
internal models and embedding these model cores into a shell necessary for system simu
lators. Newer versions of ANSYS support this model export for restricted model classes in 
form of the „substructuring feature". The generated ..superelements" are originally intended 
for re-use in ANSYS but may be the basis for system-level models, especially if this 
approach is combined with order reduction methods. 

The method is particularly interesting if the source code of the FEM simulator is available 
and not only the general user-interface. The fully automated generation of a static linear n-
pole behavioral model of a thermal system, starting with its simulator-internal FEM model, 
is reported in [49]. (A similar method based on FDM approximation is described in [38].) 
This thermal behavioral model may be coupled with the electrical model of the circuit and 
then the electro-thermal interactions may be simulated using a circuit simulator. 

3.5 Description Languages 

Behavioral description of devices and subsystems is supported by ..Hardware Description 
Languages" (HDLs) in electronics. HDL-A, MAST, SpcctrcHDL and the forthcoming VHDL-
AMS (now under IEEE standardization [43]) are such languages of practical importance that 
are also successfully applied in microsystem modeling [11], [32], Modern HDLs fulfill 
requirements necessary also for microsystem simulation: 
• multi-domain description: electrical/mechanical/magnctic,...; time/frequcncy/LapIace; 

time-continuous/time-discrete; analog/digital,... 
• clear distinction between interface and algorithmic kernel of the model (VHDL-AMS: 

language constructs ENTITY and ARCHITECTURAL) 
• interface to embedded C programs 
• mechanisms for handling nonlinear ODE to be solved by the simulator's algorithm 
Other languages not originally focused on electronics are of increasing importance for micro
systems, e.g. the object-oriented language Modelica [8] which will have broad areas of appli
cation like mechatronics and control systems. 

4. Simulator coupling 

Another efficient way for handling the complexity and heterogeneity of microsystems is to 
couple the simulators which are specialized in one modeling level or one physical domain. 
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This considerably simplifies the task of modeling but the price is the implementation of 
coupling software (which is not always available from CAD vendors) and, in general, the 
investment of much more computation time (especially in coupling ODE simulators or net
work simulators with FEM simulators). Different aspects have to be considered: 
• algorithms: iteration methods; relaxation or Newton-like; predictor/corrector methods,... 
• implementation: PVM, TCP/IP, UNIX sockets, ... for communication between computers; 

extension of simulator interfaces for data exchange 
• overcoming simulator's restrictions: some simulators may be rolled-back over the last 

iteration interval, others must be re-started at t = 0; some simulators have user interfaces 
which may be used for exchanging actual simulation results, others need modifications of 
the input language (esp. the stimulus description). 

Unfortunately, a standardized simulation backplane does not exist. Very useful results might 
be gained, however, with some realized simulator coupling solutions for the analysis of 
coupled effects (e.g. in controlled electro-mechanical acceleration sensors and in electro
thermal interactions of integrated circuits) [7], [17], [33], [48]. 

5. Conclusion 

It was shown in the paper that efficient approaches exist for handling the modeling and 
simulation tasks in microsystem design. However, a lot of work remains to be done in 
• the development of a widely accepted modeling methodology 
• the development of user-friendly modeling tools to support this methodology, e.g. auto

matic construction of low-order models based on FEM simulator models, 
• solving coupled field problems and their consideration in system-level models 
• generating mixed-domain libraries of building-blocks 
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Abstract 

A strategy for compact modeling is presented, that takes into account the specific 
problems associated with the development and production of microelectromechanical 
devices and systems (MEMS). For a MEMS compact model, a set of basis functions is 
derived from a continuous field model description by proper approximations. This set 
should represent all relevant coupling effects that determine the device operation, and 
the most important parasitic effects. The remaining less important effects arc taken 
into account by means of data fitting. The corresponding model parameter extraction 
process uses direct extraction techniques and well tuned local optimization steps for 
those parameters of the basis functions, which represent physical, technological or 
geometrical properties. Local and global optimization steps are used to determine 
the remaining fit parameters. This results in an effort-optimized modeling approach, 
which is suitable for statistical modeling and yield analysis, and can be automated in 
a CAD-toolset. 

1. Motivation 

There are several aspects in which microsystems technology differs vastly from integrated 
circuit (IC) technology. Integrated circuits are composed of a quite limited number of ele
mentary device structures, fabricated by means of well established and quasi-standardized 
design rules and process technologies. In the field of microsystem technology, however, an 
ever growing variety of different device types has emerged, based on rather unconventional 
design methods and a large number of widely differing (and sometimes brandnew) fabric
ation technologies. Hence, today's challenge in the computer-aided IC design consists in 
mastering very complex system topologies built up by a huge number of simple basic ele
ments, whereas in the computer-aided design of microelectromechanical systems we face 
the problem of describing systems with simple topology built up by a comparably small 
number of constituent devices which, however, exhibit a high functional complexity based 
on quite sophisticated and involved physical operating principles. 

The complexity of microsystems originates in particular from the often complicated coup
ling between different energy and signal domains which, on the one hand, is the inherent 
and much desired property of any sensor or actuator element in a microsystem and, on the 
other hand, is a detrimental property when it occurs as parasitic cross coupling between 
the system components. Therefore the accurate analysis of all kinds of physical coupling 
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effects has a major impact on the optimization of microsystems and is thus the most im
portant issue that has to be tackled in the computer-aided design of microtransducers and 
microsystems. In this sense, the physical-based modeling of microsystems is widely recog
nized as necessity, even though it becomes increasingly complex, so that the effort as well 
as the time spent into model development, validation and parameter extraction have to be 
carefully adjusted to the actual needs, as it has been proposed by the concept of "tailored 
modeling" [1], 
As the state of the art in modeling, simulation, and design optimization is far advanced 
in the world of microelectronics, it makes sense to revisit the well-tried methodologies 
for model generation and parameter extraction used in IC technology. In this context, 
the particular demands on the models must be identified which arise from their dedicated 
application to microsystems. This will provide us with decision criteria what modeling ap
proach is most appropriate for a given problem and, consequently, should be implemented 
in a CAD toolbox for MEMS, which then will allow for an efficient and time-economizing 
computer-aided microsystem development. 

2. Model development 

The most rigorous approach to develop a device model is a basic physical analysis of its 
operation principles. Starting from a continuous field model (CFM) description, the degrees 
of freedom in the model have to be reduced by proper approximations. This results in a 
compact model that still reproduces all important physical effects of the device operation 
correctly, but allows, due to its relative simplicity, the simulation of the device behavior on 
the system level [1]. The resulting model equations contain parameters, which represent 
physical, geometrical or technological quantities. They can serve as basis functions and, 
with the help of additional fit parameters, are used to reproduce the device characteristics. 
However, for various reasons (complexity of the device geometry, complicated coupling 
effects) it may turn out impossible to consequently follow this way. 

A possible alternative then is the numerical simulation of the device behavior by direct use 
of the original CFM model, employing FEM tools, for instance. This approach yields ac
curate information about the operation principles of the device, but the FEM model needs 
to be set up and interpreted carefully. Otherwise, important effects may easily be over
looked. The required effort ranges from moderate to prohibitive, depending on the device 
complexity and the availability of adequate software. Notably the coupling effects require 
special numerical methods. 

The easiest way to generate compact models is pure curve fitting, based on measured data 
or on CFM simulation results. Such a model, if not supported by a physical description 
of the device operation, lacks all predictive capabilities and can hardly be used to inter- or 
extrapolate in the space of design parameters and operating conditions. 

The choice for the optimum modeling approach depends on technological contraints, the 
system application of the device, and other factors. If a device is realized in just one version 
using one given technology, the model may be based on curve fitting procedures. But if 
a device would have many variants (geometry variations, e.g.), then a generic model is 
required that correctly reproduces the dependences from technology parameters, operating 
conditions, geometry etc. 

In most practical cases, modeling is an overlap of physical considerations, CFM-based 
problem analysis, and data fitting. An instructive example is the model of an electrostatic
ally actuated pump membrane (presented in [2]). It demonstrates a compromise between 
cost and benefits in the modeling process. The electrostatic force between membrane and 
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Figure 1: Static characteristics of an electrostatically deflected membrane. The left figure 
shows volume deflection vs. pressure. The right figure shows the resulting pressure, when 
volume is forced. A voltage of 150V is applied to the membrane, causing the snap effect. 

rigid counterelectrode is modelled physically with only little, well justified approxima
tions. This treatment reproduces correctly the hysteresis phenomenon of the membrane 
snap-down due to an applied voltage. The shape of the membrane deflection, however, 
is simply fitted by an sinusoidal function. The effect of shape snapping, as calculated by 
FEM, is not included in the compact model and therefore cannot be reproduced (see Fig. 1). 
It is the responsibility of the modeling engineer to decide if this approximation is sufficient 
for the system applications in mind. 
Other examples of such a mixed approach are given in [3], [4] and [5], among others. Here 
the device behavior is described by linear combinations of appropriately chosen basis func
tions. These functions are derived from an analytical approximation of the device and/or 
CFM and, therefore, represent to a certain extent the physical properties of the device. This 
way of model generation is amenable to automation in a dedicated software environment. 

3. Model verification and parameter extraction 

Model development cannot be considered independently of model validation and parameter 
extraction. Each modeling approach requires an appropriate extraction technique and, in 
return, the limitations of different extraction methods may influence the decision for a 
specific modeling strategy. 
In case of a modeling strategy based on data fitting, the model verification is simply a test if 
the simulated data reproduces the input data from measurement or CFM simulation within 
the required accuracy. The appropriate extraction technique would be a global optimization 
algorithm. The advantage is a very fast setup of the extraction, but one pays with typic
ally lengthy optimization runs. The extracted parameters can hardly be used for statistical 
process monitoring and a physical interpretation is quite often impossible. 
If the developed model is based on the physical analysis of the device, a global optimization 
scheme could easily erode the physical content of the model parameters. Therefore, an 
extraction scheme utilizing direct extraction steps and carefully tuned local optimization 
needs to be employed. Only the remaining fit parameters can be extracted by means of 
global optimization. Model validation becomes a very challenging task since it must be 
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verified, if the model reproduces all relevant physical effects together with their process 
and geometry dependence. In that case, both steps, model validation and extraction setup, 
are very time consuming, but the resulting model parameters can be used for physicid 
interpretation, yield analysis, process monitoring, etc. The time required for an actual 
parameter extraction run is typically short, thus allowing the processing of a large amount 
of data as it is required for statistical analysis. 
The parameters with a physical meaning are (more or less) independent from an actual 
device structure, thus allowing to extract them by measuring dedicated test structures. A 
parameter database may be established, that makes simulations possible in an early devel
opment stage, before real devices exist. 

4. Conclusions 
A synopsis of the special demands on MEMS device models including the strengths and 
weaknesses of alternative modeling and parameter extraction techniques led us to the con
clusion that a hybrid modeling approach is best suitable in most situations. This approach 
uses basis functions to fit the device characteristics. These basis functions represent an ap
proximation of the underlying physical effects of the device operation and can be derived 
analytically from CFM analysis. Their advantage compared to pure fit functions is the 
fact that they contain 'physical functionality'. The adequate parameter extraction process 
utilizes direct extraction and local optimization steps for all physically based parameters 
and global optimization for the fit parameters. Once a library of device classes and their 
corresponding basis functions have been developed, the modeling and parameter extrac
tion process can be automated, thereby minimizing the required development effort. The 
suggested modeling approach is suitable for process monitoring and statistical analysis. 
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